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and fragments struck off the edifice. But the eating canker,

introduced by the principle into its very heart, threatens results

of a greatly more perilous cast, -results none the less formi

dable from the circumstance that the mischief inflicted is of too

covert a nature to be exactly estimated. If the axe of an en

emy has assailed the supporting posts of the hut of the Iidiari,

he can at once calculate on the extent of the damage received;

but the ravages of the white ants, that scoop out the body of

the wood, leaving merely a thin outside film, elude calculation,

and he trembles lest the first hurricane that arises should bury
him in the ruins of the weakened structure. This much, at

least, is obvious,- the position in which the revived influence

has placed the English Church is one of antagonism to the tend

encies of the age; and equally certain it is that institutions

waste away, like ice-flows stranded in thaw-swollen rivers,

when the general current of the time has set in against them.

The present admiration of the medieval cannot be other than

a mere transitory freak of fashion. The shadow on the great
dial of human destiny will not move backward: vassalage and.

serfship will not return. There is too wide a diffusion of the

morning light for bat-eyed superstition; and the light is that

of the morning, -not of the close of day. Science will con

tinue to extend. the limits of her empire, and. to increase the

numbers of her adherents, unscared by any spectre of the de

funct scholastic philosophy which Oxford may evoke from the

abyss. Nay, the goblin, like those spirits that used to carry

away with them, in their retreat, whole sides of houses, will be

formidable, in the end, to but the ecclesiastical institution in

which it has been raised. It is worthy of notice, too, that

though Popery and Puritanism- the grand antagonistic prin

ciples of church history for at least the last four centuries

are both possessed of great inherent power, the true analogue
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